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ABSTRACT 

This paper projects on Alice Walker’s largely fragmented, fractured and frustrated image of woman and 

her male-bedeviled world where she becomes the victim  of  brutal circumcision of genital mutilation in 

Africa . Through all her novels, Alice Walker in order to eliminate the in-built gender bias, rewrites the 

social history for the perspective of feminist or womanist consciousness.  For Alice Walker, re-collective 

art is a rhetorical strategy of relocating the lost self, of seeking and uncovering an inner tapestry of 

identity, but the exterior contexts – social, political, and personal - that make up the human self in all its 

complexity. Possessing the Secret of Joy is a remarkable novel of her achievement for the contribution it 

makes to a worthy cause – the abolition of female genital mutilation – and how she uses the multiple 

narrator strategy to argue and  put an end to that brutal practice is the main focus here. 
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There is no question that Alice Walker‟s works are directed towards effecting social 

change, that she is a writer with political intent. Black Women writers have little choice 

in this regard.  Even if they could manage blindness, deafness to the state of black people, 

their status, as black female writer, a triple affliction, would at some point, force them to 

at least consider the effect of societal forces on the lives of individuals, and thereby they 
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try to commune between woman and woman, or man and woman, if necessary and thus 

introducing the concept of Bonding and Healing nature. 

Like many other black women writers, Walker intends her works to effect some 

changes in the world. That is why she speaks and that is why she writes. Rather than 

intention, the process of political changing, the envisioning of social transforming is 

central to her work. 

The core of her works is clearly her focus on black women, on 

the freedom allowed them as an indicator of the health of our 

entire society. This focus may be seen a simple one, but if one 

considers the reality of black women‟s conditions in American 

society, her focus must involve a complexity of vision, if that 

condition is to be probed. (Contemporary Literary Criticism, 

Vol. 103.  385) 

For Alice Walker, artistic creativity is a deliberate act of giving form to a vision of 

the underlying or hidden links in the great universal chain of being. It is a vision deeply 

anchored in a traditional African world view, one which neatly configures “the structure 

of phenomena from the perspective of interdependency” (Schiele 21) in other words, 

configures “the traditional mind‟s perception of reality [which] transcends the sensory 

and such levels of experience as could be regarded as empirical.”(Obiechina 38) It is also 

a vision akin to that of the sixteenth-century Italian philosopher Giordano Bruno, and the 

seventeenth-century English metaphysical poets, which is a way of suggesting “as aspect 

of rational order underlying surface diversity.”(McNulty 79)  It is a vision that sub-serves 
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a delicate interplay of continuity and change – continuity of the spirit of universal bond 

and sympathetic relatedness, what Walker once characterized as communal spirit. 

 When Walker had shown her female characters capable of breaking the bonds of 

oppression and defining themselves as whole persons and once she had at the same time, 

“discovered divinity in all human and non human elements of the universe, it was 

actually a small step to making women into Goddesses”(Winchell 115) with one possible 

exception, the novel‟s goddesses constitute part of womankind‟s distant past, yet the 

ancient, matriarchal religions discovered by Walker‟s contemporary characters in the 

novel allow them to redefine relationships between the sexes. This consciousness is at the 

very core of Alice Walker‟s creative imagination. She herself has said:  

I think my whole program as a writer is to deal with history just 

so I know where I am. I can‟t move through time in any other 

way, since I have strong feelings about history and the need to 

bring it along. One of the scary things is how much of the past, 

especially our past, gets forgotten. (Tate 185) 

The writings of Alice Walker probably provide the best example of what is 

intended by the black feminists‟ use of the term „revision‟.  Fabre explains: 

Embracing her maiden name in tribute to one of her ancestors 

who “walked through the continent,” Walker reenters the garden 

of the past with a sense of reverence and wonder for places; she 

reinvents the lives of the women who call her from history.  She 

creates her own garden, a blend of symbolic properties, people 
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with ancient spirits, studded with images that capture the unique 

quality of her heritage as artist, as black, as woman, and a 

Southerner. (Fabre 118) 

The idea of an ever present, past, and continuous present is the foundation upon 

which Walker and Toni Morrison construct their ideas of dream memories and re-

memories. Even Morrison in her Beloved is trying to create space for her black 

protagonist Sethe through application of sophisticated techniques such as “rememory, 

flashbacks, dramatic voice in narration, stream of consciousness, oral tradition, and 

magic realism, which extend, fill in, and complement the matrix of slave 

autobiographical narratives.”(IJAS Vol.23. Summer 1993. 33)  

Walker sees Possessing the Secret of Joy not as a sequel to The Color Purple or 

The Temple of My Familiar, although they all share some characters, but as a novel due 

to the character of Tashi, who appears briefly in both of the earlier novels. Tashi is the 

best friend in Africa of Celie‟s daughter, Olivia, at the end of The Color Purple marries 

Celie‟s son Adam. When Tashi arrives in America with Adam, her face bears tribal scars, 

and Adam had his face scarred as well in an act of support for her efforts to preserve the 

tradition of her tribe, now nearly wiped out by the white man in the name of progress. 

She has been the willing victim of genital mutilation in the name of the tradition. The 

novel records Tashi‟s attempts throughout the rest of her life to come to terms with what 

has been done to her body and to the bodies of generations of African women. In 

Possessing the Secret of Joy she devotes her attention to one specific means of oppressing 
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women and once more as in The Color Purple, one woman represents the thousands who 

have shared her fate. 

Undaunted by adverse criticism, perhaps even encouraged by it to persist in 

pursuing her messianic goal, Walker continues to defend her vision. In an interview with 

Paula Giddings about her controversial and overtly political In Possessing the Secret of 

Joy, Walker connects the African practice of clitoridectomy with broader issues that have 

figured prominently in her life and writings, including AIDS. Again, she articulates her 

revolutionary goal:  “What I‟m hoping is that this book will invite whatever movement 

there is to converge with all of the people who may now be aware of it, and together we 

may be able to do something.”  (Joy XVII) 

The novel‟s protagonist, whose African self is called Tashi and American self  

Evelyn, flees to the West, the United States, in search of healing for her physical and 

psychological illness – all directly caused, or so Walker would have made the readers 

think of female circumcision by her experience. Female circumcision is only peripherally 

the subject of this chapter and that is true because Walker‟s secret, “which has 

circumcision as its subject, gives me the opportunity to talk about cultural 

condescension.” (CLA Journal Volume XXXVIII No.1 407)  

As middle–aged woman, Tashi is on trial for murdering M‟Lissa, who killed Dura 

by performing female circumcision on her.   As Tashi awaits the proper moment to kill 

M‟Lissa, the old woman finally makes her understand that, in choosing to let herself be 

mutilated in what she believed was a noble gesture of tribal loyalty, Tashi was only 

making herself a false martyr to a dying culture. Convicted to M‟Lissa‟s murder and 
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sentenced to death, Tashi, however, becomes a true martyr. She breaks the silence that 

has too long surrounded female circumcision, a silence that made it taboo even to take 

about any of the range of crude operations that deprived the African woman of any 

opportunity for sexual gratification and that made sexual intercourse painful and 

childbirth a nightmare. 

Women come from all parts of the country to sing beneath Tashi‟s prison window. 

The men beat them into silence and on the day of the execution use machine guns to keep 

them quiet, but in silent protest the women who line the path sing that Tashi will travel 

drop the wrappings from the babies they carry to reveal the bare and natural bottoms of 

their little girls. Tashi‟s final thought – “Resistance is the secret of joy!” – could well 

become their new motto. (Joy 112) 

In an interview with Paula Giddings in the July 1992 issue of Essence Magazine, 

Walker responds to that expected accusation by asserting her ancestral relationship to 

African women. Slavery, says Walker, gives her the right to intervene in African affairs. 

She is, from her point of view, “speaking for my great – great – great – great 

grandmother who came here with all this pain in her body.”  Walker continues: 

The other answer is when Africans get in trouble, whom do they 

call? Everybody. They call on people they shouldn‟t even talk to 

– trying to raise money, appealing people to fight their battles, 

buying guns from Russia and Unites States. They [Africans] 

invite all of these experts from Europe and the Untied States to 

go there to say their bit about AIDS, to sell them condoms . 
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.They don‟t have a leg to stand on, so they better not start 

hopping around me. (African American Review Volume 26 No. 

3, 504) 

Walker‟s call is not the first one for an end to female circumcision, which, 

according to interviewer Kate Muir, is a blatant symbol of the oppression of women and 

the patriarchy‟s determination to control women‟s productivity and their sexuality.  Fran 

P. Hosken has written extensively about the practice. In an essay published in 1981, 

Hosken says that circumcision or genital mutilation is a violation of human rights. Other 

critics suggest that it is a way for men to curb a woman‟s sexual pleasure. French law 

classifies it as a form of child abuse so severe that it could draw a maximum of life 

sentence. 

Mary Daly‟s passionate outcry against what she calls “unspeakable atrocities” in 

Gyn/Ecology names the practices “for what they are: barbaric and demonic rituals.” 

(O‟Brien 45)  But Hosken and Daly, white scholars, after making their pleas for an end to 

female circumcision, must respond not only to accusations of cultural imperialism but 

also to the uglier accusation of racism, a charge which will not likely be lodged against 

Walker because she is African – American  and she represents the Family. 

Walker presents Tashi, a full–grown woman, as a willing candidate for sacrifice 

and circumcision.  It is against the pleadings of Olivia that Tashi decides to be 

circumcised. Though Olivia begs, Tashi decides to be circumcised.  Even though Olivia 

begs Tashi not to do this to Adam, Olivia‟s brother and Tashi‟s lover, she understands 

why Tashi must go through the ceremony. Olivia justifies that it is a way that the Olinka 
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can show they still have their own ways, although the white man has taken everything 

else.  And here in this one sentence the standard is set – the declaration of how things 

ought to be.  If initiation is not done in Europe or America, then it must be a questionable 

practice.  Tashi, however, as Olivia says, “is happy that the initiation ceremony isn‟t done 

in Europe or America . . .  That makes it even more valuable to her.”(Joy 215) 

That Tashi lived and grew among Christians; that her mother, Nafa, whose 

conversion to Christianity made the ritual obsolete; and that Tashi knows that her sister, 

Dura, died after her own circumcision made Tashi choose circumcision because Tashi is 

driven by emotion rather than intellect. Tashi‟s decision is guided by her desire to be 

absolutely identified as woman and Olinkan despite her apparent Western and Christian 

associations and loyalties:  

The operation she‟d had done to herself join her, she felt, to these 

women, whom she envisioned as strong, invincible, completely 

women, completely African, completely Olinkan. (Joy 234) 

Tashi‟s evaluation of the ritual takes a different turn once she arrives in the United 

States. In a conversation with her American psychiatrist, described in the novel as a 

“white witch doctor”, Tashi says that circumcision is the forfeiture of sexual pleasure, 

and she suggests, for the first time, that she felt compelled to go through the ritual. 

Tashi‟s arrival in the United States enables her to look critically at her culture and its 

practices and to conclude exactly what Olivia had told her before her circumcision - that 

circumcision is mutilation and a barbaric practice. 
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The Jungian figure offers Tashi little hope for healing unless she can learn to talk 

about her mothers. He tells Tashi that Negro women can never be analyzed effectively 

because they can never bring themselves to blame their mothers.  And Tashi needs to talk 

about her mothers, for it is the mothers, as Awa Thiam points out, who carry out the task 

of circumcision. It is the elder woman of the tribe who mutilates the bodies of their 

young, treated participants in the destruction of their own kind; the “female token 

tortures” from the “male master – minds.”(Joy 142) But Thaim, despite her adamant and 

rightful rejection of the practice of female circumcision and her tireless efforts to 

eradicate it, praises the women, the elders, who are the preservers of culture.  

But it was women in particular who took it upon themselves to preserve certain 

customs. They should be paid tribute. It is because their mothers, their elders, had the 

charge of children that they were – and remain – responsible for training them, for 

transmitting certain myths and beliefs, and instilling in them a spirit of submission to 

custom. In refusing to allow Black African civilization to be destroyed, their mothers 

were revolutionary. Walker rightly says, „Although they do not challenge their state of 

bondage to men, we nevertheless pay tribute to these women.” (Joy   194) 

The role of the venerated elder woman is a portrayal in Walker‟s novel in the 

character of M‟Lissa, the tsunga.  Walker would for circumciser, describes her life to a 

visiting Tashi, who returns to Africa, enlightened, after having learned through 

psychoanalysis to blame the mother.  Evelyn – Tashi returns to Olinka land to seek 

revenge for her own torture and for the death of her sister Dura, and she learns from an 
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article in Newsweek that M‟Lissa has become somewhat of a national monument, 

honoured and revered by the Olinkan Government for  

. . . her role during the wars of liberation, when she‟d acted as a 

nurse as   devoted to her charges as Florence Nightingale and for 

her unfailing adherence to the ancient customs and traditions of 

the Olinka state. (Joy   212)  

 Tashi, now full of awareness that circumcision is the source of her own madness, 

devises a plan to mutilate her. Although Tashi has made it clear to the readers that she 

realizes that men are ultimately responsible for her mutilation, she still kills M‟Lissa and 

she kills her deceitfully, for she goes to M‟Lissa as daughter to mother.  Tashi, coming as 

her African self but betraying the values of that culture, comes pretending to care and to 

love M‟Lissa, pretending to want to spend time with the woman who delivered her at 

birth.  But what Tashi really seeks is revenge, and she discovers her need to blame and 

seek revenge in the liberating environment of the United States.  Thus, Tashi simply 

continues the cycle which she rails against; she becomes a mutilator and torturer of 

women rather than assaulting the real culprit – attacking and murdering the patriarchy. 

  She resorts to barbarism – a primitive way of resolving the problem in Africa, the 

place where primitivism is allowed. There have been innumerable articles in daily 

newspapers around the Western World about female circumcision. One mystified and 

distraught mother, “testifying through an interpreter,” said of circumcision: 

 “I didn‟t know it was forbidden in France. I did it because I 

knew they would be circumcised when they returned to Gambia 
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so why not does it when they were little?” Sensationalism and 

punishment are not effective ways to systematically eradicate the 

practice of female circumcision, and well – intentioned mothers 

should not be sacrificed for performing what they believe to be 

parental responsibilities. (Joy 292) 

 Alice‟s tale is told, Tashi, though dead, has been saved, and because she is dead, 

others like her will be saved. Walker is the enlightened woman from the West speaking 

on behalf of those African women who have not yet seen the light.  She speaks, as Mary 

Daly says, on their behalf: 

I have always regarded circumcision in general as an 

unspeakable act; many African women do too.  It is their voices 

we should hear and offer our invited support – for they tell the 

whole story.(Walker Interview 214) 

It is important to assess it with a detailed knowledge of the practice that is 

euphemistically called “female circumcision” and more accurately labeled (according to 

feminists) “female genital mutilation.” One learns by reading the books recommended by 

Alice Walker in her “To the Reader” post script – “Woman Why Do You Weep?” by 

Asma El Dareer, and Prisoners of Ritual: An Odyssey into Female Genital Circumcision 

in Africa, by Hanny Lightfoot–Klein that the practice is brutal and widespread.  No one 

who reads those studies will accuse Walker.  

Her version is tame compared with what it could be. 

Circumcision is widespread practice in Africa, the Middle East, 
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and the Far East.  Walker claims that 100 million women alive 

today have been circumcised.  (“To the Reader” [After word], 

Joy 281)  

The procedure consists of a surgical alteration, to varying degrees, of a girl‟s 

vulva. The mildest form, which is rarely done, is called sunna.  Genuine sunna involves a 

ritualistic cutting of a small part of the clitoris.  The most extreme form, called pharaonic 

and referred to as “scraping the girls clean, involves removal of the entire clitoris, the 

labia minora, and most of the labia majora.”( Joy 282) 

Perhaps the ultimate justification for the mutilation of girls‟ vulvas is that custom 

requires it. Cultures that practice female circumcision teach that a woman‟s sexuality is 

dangerous. Girls and women in these cultures are taught to think of themselves as 

nonsexual, merely supportive and reproductive terms. “Having Adam perform 

cunnilingus upon Tashi in the midst of Olinkan crops”, (Joy 28) amounts to a bold 

challenge on Walker‟s part to traditional attitudes. Adam and Tashi – Evelyn can truly 

look back to this pre - circumcision period as their time in paradise. To convince girls 

that they should submit to the ritualistic mutilation, they are taught that men will not 

marry an uncircumcised woman. 

In a concluding note to the reader of Possessing the Secret of Joy, Walker points 

out that an estimate of 90 million to 100 million women and girls living in Africa, the Far 

East, and the Middle East have undergone some form of genital mutilation. who in turn 

be the victims to show the society that  traumatic effects that genital mutilation can have 
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on women. Walker has pledged a portion of the royalties from the novel to help educate 

women and girls – and men and boys – about the hazardous effects of the tradition.   

Indeed, the practice of “female circumcision” is brutal and repressive. 

Circumcised women are immediately recognizable because they can walk only with a 

shuffle, as is the case with M‟Lissa and Tashi . Apart from the brutal and repressive 

nature of female genital mutilation, it is Africa that has more AIDS patients because the 

same unsterilized surgical “instruments” are used for several girls at one time. Olivia 

explains the connection between female circumcision and AIDS in the following way: 

Tashi is convinced that the little girls who are dying, and the 

women too, are infected by the unwashed, unsterilized sharp 

stones, tin tops, bits of glass, rusty razors and grungy knives used 

by the tsunga, who might mutilate twenty children without 

cleaning the instruments…Because of this, infections and open 

sores are commonplace.  (Jameson 117) 

By showing Tashi‟s severe psychological and physical suffering and her struggles 

to come to terms with what has happened to her, Walker effectively uses the multiple 

narrator form to argue against the practice of genital mutilation. Tashi reveals that she 

was indeed crying.  Though Tashi was innocent of the societal practice, she was forced to 

sacrifice her life and her happiness for the sake of the brutal practice in the Olinkan 

community. She could not behave as said, and so she and her mother had to leave the 

camp for a while. 
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They were always saying you mustn‟t cry! These are new people 

coming to live among us, and to meet them in tears is to bring 

bad luck to us. They‟ll think we bear you! Yes, we understand 

your sister is dead, but . . .  time now to put on a good face and 

make the foreigners welcome. If you can‟t behave, we will have 

to ask your mother to take you elsewhere. (Joy 276)  

As one rereads Possessing the Secret of Joy those brief sections are always in 

mind; each part of the novel is apprehended with the remembered offensive section as a 

backdrop. 

Until we meet M‟Lissa in her own voice, we assume that she is 

monstrous because of what others say about her. Tashi, for 

example, refers to M‟Lissa as a “madwoman”. . . .that she herself 

is a victim of the repressive patriarchal culture. (Joy 212)  

This elicits at least some sympathy.  The readers are tempted by the narrative into 

thinking of her as an inhuman figure; but then realizing that she herself is a victim, it is 

understood with even greater awareness, the repressive nature of the patriarchal system.  

The moment of realization comes with the monologue in which she explains how she 

was herself circumcised and how she left the circumcision hut three months later as a 

changed person.  

Within the narrative itself, Walker makes several “universalizing” gestures that 

extend the scope and implication of her narrative.  In addition to the AIDS connection, 

Walker extends the scope of her novel by including the story of Amy, an American 
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woman from a wealthy white family who was circumcised at the age of six to prevent her 

from stimulating herself.  Raye, the therapist selected by Jung for Tashi, attempts to 

educate Tashi through Amy‟s story to the fact that what was done to her in Africa is not 

an isolated phenomenon, but that which happens everywhere. 

Walker insists that the reader should consider the oppression of women 

everywhere as her larger theme, not just the mutilation of women in Africa. This “no man 

is an island” concept is the strongest appeal in the novel to readers to take Tashi‟s 

suffering as something more than the isolated overage of a remote part of the world. 

Thus Walker‟s women are depicted as risk takers and adventurers: men at later stage 

passive and different. Women teach men how not to colonize sexuality. Consequently, 

these women do not turn to men afraid and comfort but they turn to each other.These 

women give up their culture and embrace identities that deny their heritage. They are 

ready to get reconciled at the end however they were once and thereby, restoring the 

happiness of the family in particular and society in general.  

 Above all, Walker demands the purging of value-laden modes of perception that 

distort and ultimately deprive the readers of a vision that possesses the power to heal and 

restore, to elevate and redeem.  Inspired by the re-discovery of Africa and the power of 

blackness in its new form, Walker recreates a new world order defined and determined by 

the female of the species. This new vision of empowerment confers on the women to 

walk tall in all spheres of human endeavour. 
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